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15 DIFFERENT
MODES



IN ANY SITUATION
Neno Bella is a wireless breast pump

that can be used anywhere a young mom
needs it - at work, on vacation or during 

a trip. 

A milk bottle is included with the breast
pump, allowing you to use the device

right out of the box. 
 



EASY CHARGING
The breast pump’s battery is charged

through a USB cable, so you can charge
it pretty much anywhere with your 

portable charger powerbank. 

 



HIGH QUALITY DISPLAY
 Neno Bella’s display screen is clear and easy to read,

showing you the chosen mode of operation, suction power,
remaining work time and battery status. Using the device

is incredibly simple thanks to the four big buttons.

 



BUILT FOR COMFORT
Neno Bella is operated with the use of a touch

panel that clearly shows you all information. 
Additionally, the breast pump remembers the

last used settings. 
  



STIMULATION
Before expressing milk, the Neno Bella 
stimulates the mammary glands, ensuring
better outflow.



EASY STERILIZATION
The parts of the breast pump have to

be regularly cleaned and sterilized.
You can use boiling water or a steam

sterilizer, also used to disinfect baby bottles.



A FULL SET
We are restlessly working on upgrading the 

Neno Bella breast pump to introduce a model
that allows for milk expression from both breasts at

the same time. It will be on sale starting in 2021.  
 

*the full set will be on sale in 2021



YOUR AND YOUR CHILD’S HEALTH
With Neno Bella, you don’t need to wake your sleeping child up

 when you feel the need to express breast milk.  You can use the breast 
pump and use the milk to feed your child later,  ensuring proper 

hygiene of your breasts without waking the baby up.
 



UNIVERSAL
The Neno Bella breast pump can be used by

any new mother, regardless of her breast size.   
 



EASY TO USE
All it takes is one click. The Neno Bella breast
pump automatically switches from stimulation mode
to milk expression mode. Additionally, the device
turns itself off after 30 minutes of use. 



HYGIENE
Special design of the suction mechanism

ensures that the milk won’t flow back, ensuring
its freshness and protecting the young mother’s

health. 
  



SKIN-FRIENDLY
The breastshield of the Neno Bella breast

pump is made out of japanese sillicone, which 
is pleasant to the touch, nullifies the feeling of
discomfort and makes milk expression easier.
None of the parts of the device contain BPA.  

 



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Model: neno Bella

Weight:

Dimensions:

Charging port:

Battery type and capacity:

Modes of operation:

Charging time:

Automatic power off:

Suction in expression mode:

Suction in stimulation mode:

Package contents:

417g

105x53 mm

USB-C

3.7v 1400 mAh Li-Ion

6 stimulation levels, 9 expression levels

2 hours

after 30 min

18,9 - 42,9 kPa

3,9-38,9 kPa

Breast pump, USB-C cable, milk bottle,
suction cup, suction bowl, bottle stand, 
bottle teat, valve x2, user’s manual
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